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"INTER PARK,

Eoiuns

Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

VOLUME 45 (Z-107)

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

AnnualAmateurl
Exhibition to!
Be March 27-29
Orange County Artists Will
• Compete for Prizes to be
Given by Poetry Society
The Orange County
Annual
Amateur Exhibition, sponsored by
Mrs. Jessie Rittenhouse ScoUard,
President of the Florida Poetry
Society, through the A r t Department of the Allied Arts, will be
held at the Rollins Art Gallery on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
afternoon, March 27, 28, 29, 4:00
. to 6:00 p. m.
r. Alexander B. Trowbridgi
will be Chairman of the Jury of
Awards. Mr. Trowbridge was President of the Architectural League
of New York, and was consulting
architect for the Folger Art Li
brary; also he is well known as i
water colorist.
Mr. Harwood Steiger, Resident
will be Chairman of the Jury of
Selection. Mr. Steiger is Director
of his own school of a r t at MarVineyard. A number of distinguished artists have been asked
to assist them.
The members of the Art De)artment of Rollins College, Misf
Virginia Robie, Mr. John Rae,
Constance Ortmayer, Mr. T.
Loftin Jones, Mr. Robert Burns
and Miss Ruth Doris Swett,
assisting through their interest
eo-operation.
Mrs. Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard
las announced that the Poetry So;iety will give $100.00 in prizes,
j'or many years the creative arts
lave been greatly stimulated by
hese prizes, not only in poetry.
Dainting, sculpture, but also ir
drama, music, and creative writing,
Members of the Poetry Society
sponsoring the Allied Arts of Winter Park will be ir^Jterested to
that many thousands of dolars have been given away over a
leriod of years.
The Art Department of the Allied Arts is most fortunate in the
ilection of Mrs. Charles Hyde
*ratt to carry on the fine work of
who have held the chairmanship in the past, Mrs. Jean
Jacques Pfister and Miss Ruth
Doris Swett.
The following rules should be
ibserved by contestants:
Entries will be received at the
lollins Art Studio (on Ollie Avenle) ONLY between the hours of
lO:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. and 4:00
6:00 p. m. March 23.
All Amateur Artists of Orange
County are eligible to submit work
for this exhibit which must pass
the Jury of Selection before being
Niece pted.
Work entered previously will be
Idisqualified. Copies of other artists'
work are ineligible. New Creative
work done in the last year is urigently requested.
All entries in oil must be framed
and wired ready for hanging. All
water colors, etchings, drawings,
and designs must be mounted, otherwise they cannot be accepted.
The name of each contestant, clasisfication, address and price must
be T itten on the back of the enEach entrant may submit not
more than three pictures in any
given class.
The Allied Arts does not assume responsibility for the damage done to any entry although all
possible care will be taken of each
contestant's work.
: After the close of the exhibition
[all pictures must be called for between the hours of 10:30 to 12:30
fp. m. on March 30.
For further information please
communicate with Mrs. Charles
Hyde Pratt, chairman, 1551 Via
Tuscany, Winter Park, Tel. 453.
Last year the Exhibition brought
;forth a splendid response from
pose interested in the arts of our
fommunity and it is hoped that
p i s year there will be an even
pnder appeal and that this AnNal Amateur Exhibit will be an
fcven greater success.

i Chalker Joins Chi Omega
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega fraternity announces with pleasure
the recent affiliation of Agnes
Chalker, transfer from Gamma,
^ith the chapter at Rollins.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
It is called to the attention of
all students that winter term
classes will not end until 12:45
p. m. Saturday, March 16.
Spring Term classes will begin at 8:30 a. m. Wednesday,
March 20.
Students are warned
that
they must be present at the
first meeting of each of their
classes unless officially excused in advance. Students who
have failed to register before
the spring term recess will be
considered absent and dealt
with accordingly.

John Huston Finley,
Rollins 1940, Dies
Honorary Degree Recipient
Was New York Times Editor
Dr. John Huston Finley, Editor
Emeritus of the New York Times,
to whom Rollins College awarded
an honorary degree last February
26, died a t his home Thursday,
March 7, about 5 a. m. Dr. Finley
was the speaker in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel at Morning Meditation, Sunday February 26th, and
gave the Leading Editorial of the
Animated Magazine the same day.
At Convocation the following day,
he was awarded an honorary degree.
Dr. Finley has been during his
long and useful life. President of
Knox College, editor of Harper's
Weekly, Professor of Politics at
Princeton, President of the College
of the City of New York, Commissioner of Education of the state of
New York, President of the University of the State of New York,
and head of the Red Cross Commission to Palestine and the Near East
in 1918-19,
In 1921, he came to The New
York Times as Associate Editor.
In 1937 he became Editor on the
death of the incumbent. For fifteen
months, he held the post of Editor,
but in 1938 ill health forced him to
give it up and take the title of
Editor Emeritus. He was still active, however, on the editorial staff
and had written an editorial for the
Times just a few days before he
died.
Dr. Finley has been called "one
of the ten most cultured men in
America", and justly so. He could
speak or write on most any subject with authority, and both his
speaking and writing commanded
attention by their style and their
content.
Dr. Finley had received decorations from twelve foreign governments and honorary degrees from
thirty-two colleges and universities, Rollins being the thirty-second.
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Glee Club Appears
In Concert and
At Easter Service

Margaret Anglin to Open Friday
In Annie Russell Series' "Party"

Yale Chorus Has Made Four
Tours of Europe; Sings
Here Saturday, March 23

Deedee Hoenig and Peggy Conklin Appear With Margaret
Anglin in Ivor Novello's Sophisticated Comedy "Party"

The Yale Glee Club will have a
rousing welcome when they come
to Rollins on Saturday, March 23,
to give a concert that evening at
8:15 in the Annie Russell Theatre.
The concert, which is expected to
mark a high point in the musical
season of Winter Park, will be
sponsored by the Yale Club of
Central Florida, the University
Clubs of Winter Park and Orlando
and Rollins College.
After the concert a dance is being given by the Pi Beta Phi fraternity in honor of the Yale Glee
Club at the Dubsdread Countiy
Club. On the next morning, Ea*^ter Sunday, the Glee Club will participate in the Service at the
Knowles Memorial Chapel by sing
ing two anthems.
A well diversified program ha;
been announced in advance for the
concert by Norman S. Paul, Pres
ident of the Club, and Dixon P
Downey, tour manager. It will in^
elude Yale songs, Traditional Sea
Chanteys, songs of the AppalachMountains and folk songs of
other countries.
Marshall Bartholomew, who has
been conductor of the Glee Club
for the past 19 years, has distin
guished himself for collecting anc
reviving the popularity of many
Id American Sea Chanteys, songs
of the mountain people in isolated
LS of Kentucky, negro spirtuals
and plantation songs from the deep
South.
President Holt, having been a
member of the Glee Club during his
undergraduate days at Yale, is
particularly enthusiastic about this
opportunity to have the Club here
again. The last appearance of the
Yale singers at Rollins was in
1934.
Student singing at Yale has had
a continued and organized existence since 1813 when a group of
twelve male singers were formed
as the Yale Musical Society. Ten
years later it secured a professionad director, and in 1850 membership was increased and sfnging at
Yale was greatly
stimulated
through the help of Gustav J. Stoekel who came from his native Bavaria to become organist of the
Yale Chapel Choir and instruotor in
vocal music. Stoekel's influence
was continuous until his retirement in 1894 and his arrange(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

You do all the Talking, Because I'm Scared
As Hell" Interviewer Tells Margaret Anglin
by JESS GREGG
The piano was strumming quitly with Frannie Perrottet rehearsing her stunning impersonation of Beatrice Lillie, as we crept
into the kind and shielding shadows of the Annie Russell back
stage. This, our first attempt at interviewing, was with one of America's first actresses, and we were
feeling first bad, then worse.
"What's she like ?" we had
moaned to Deedee Hoenig, who
was studying her lines for her first
appearance with the Annie Russell players.
Aside from being the most
charming and gracious person,"
replied Deedee, "she's the best
training a young actress could
have. So patient, and nothing escapes her eye—she can spot a slopdetail at ninety paces, and turn
it into a useful bit of business with
the simplest advice."
You'll love her sense of hum' suggested Mr. Bailey, who doubles as actor and co-director. "I
can't tell whether it's what she
says or the way she says it. It's
the inflection, the gestufre, the
twinkle in her eye."
She's the greatest personality
the Annie Russell stage has known
n years," said Dorothy Lockhart,
'and to surround her with the best
actors and actresses possible we ded on this first and last merger
of the Annie Russell Players and
the Rollins Student Players."
Despite tales of her graciousness
from every side, we were anticipating the interview with all the
carefreee emotions of a convict
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awaiting sentence. Desperately we
shuffled through the old imagination, searching for some question
—any question. "Will the Road
Ever Come Back, Miss Anglin?"
*'What do you think of the Governments Murdering the WPA Theatre Project, Miss Anglin?" "Have
You Any Views on Reforestation,
Miss Anglin?"
And so there we were in the
back stage shadows, concentrating on hating Margaret Anglin.
But you couldn't hate that voice.
The actress was on the stage now,
directing the cast with almost imperceptible gestures, at the same
time going thru her lines as Paula
Chamberlin with twenty thousand
volts of innuendo in her eyebrow.
Preparing for the worst, we lit
another cigarette and reminded
God we often went to chapel. Then
she was sweeping off the stage
with Betty Berdahl chirping her
line, "Isn't she fascinating?" and
Miss Anglin roguishly echoing to
us, "Isn't she, though?"
We were properly introduced,
and just before collapsing into a
chair we heard someone, later identified as ourself, saying "You do
all tbe talking, because I'm scared
as hell."
Laughing merrily, and denying
she was anything to be afraid of,
she soon had us believing it, believing what everyone had told us,
believing the line Miss Berdahl
chirped was something on the order
of understatement.
"Them eyes," were the words
floating deliriously in our brain,
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)

Famous Actress to Play Lead
in Ivor Novello Comedy;
Bailey Stages Production

Hoenig and Conklin
Have Important Roles
A rare opportunity to witness
a dramatic appearance by one of
the most celebrated names in theatrical history will be afforded
play-goers of this vicinity when
tbe Annie Rusell Series presents
Margaret Anglin, for many years
one of the reigning actresses of
the American stage, as guest star
in Ivor Novello's comedy, "Party",
opening in the Annie Russell Theatre at 8:15, Friday evening, March
15.

MARGARET A N G L I N

Apollo Boys' Choir
Of Birmingham to
Sing at Vespers
Coleman
Cooper,
Director.
Builds Up Group T h r o u g h
H a r d Work, Music Genius
Tonight the Apollo Boys' Choir
of Birmingham is to give a pro
gram in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel at 7:30. This choir is
fulfillment of the dream of a young
man named Coleman Cooper, foun
der and director of the choir. In
five years Coleman Cooper has
built up his organization to such a
degree that it would be a cultural,
musical and financial asset to any
community.
It was a long struggle from the
inspiration to the realization. By
the time Mr. Cooper had graduated
flrom Birmingham^S^Juthem College in June 1934, he had gone to
Birmingham's 32 city schools to
find members for his choir and had
built the nucleus of the organization which stands today. He examined thousands of boys in his private search for talent, many times
walking miles to a school, because
he did not have the bus fare. Finally he had the names of eighty
boys who measured up to his qualifications. From these, he chose
forty, and when he had weeded out
every discordant note, he found
himseslf with twenty-five of the
most nearly perfect boys in the
Deep South. With this talent, the
best he could find, he set to work;
and the results were exceptional.

LATIN-AMERICAN EXCHANGE FELLOWSHIPS
There is a very slight possibility that a Latin-American exchange fellowship may be effected between a Rollins student and one from South America. Any student who is interested in being considered should
get in touch with Doctor Feuerstein, Chairman of the Faculty
Committee on Foreign Fellowships, not later than Friday
noon, March 13.

Association Discusses
Proceeds From Fiesta
Luncheon
Meeting
Votes
Money for Band, Art Studio

The members of the Rollins
Women's Association held a luncheon at the Commons Saturday,
March 9, to discuss to what uses
proceeds from the coming Fiesta
could be put.
Various projects were presented
by members. It was finally proposed that fifty dollars should go
towards music for the Band, and
that the remainder, estimated at
about a thousand dollars would go
to the Art department. With this
suggestion there followed a unanimous vote.
This amount will contribute to
the general renovation of the Art
Studio. A better heating system
will be installed; the building itself
enlarged; and much needed equipment will be provided for the sculpture and regular a r t departments.
If proceeds from the Fiesta
amount to more than a thousand
and fifty dollars, its use will be
The unique (to Birmingham) or- decided at a later date.
ganization sang first in the Independent Presbyterian Church, since
most of the choir members came
from the suburbs close by. Shortly
they began to sing in other churches in the state, and before long entertainment committees on every
"Plenty for Everybody" provhand began to remember the Apol- ed to be a theme of tremendous
lo boys. The "little men" had been interest to a group of Rollins stuin ali parts of Alabama within a dents who drove with Professor
year of the choir's founding.
Trowbridge and Dean Wise to StetMr. Coleman's first great tri- son last week, to hear Kirby Page.
umph—and vindication before the Just before his introduction of the
folks who had predicted early dis- speaker. President Allen of Stetsolution of the choir—was at son welcomed the Rollins visitors
Thanksgiving time in 1935, when to the applause of an audience of
he took the boys to the little White several hundred.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 6)
"Here in America," said Kirby Page, "We have an abundance
in the way of soil, climate, raw
materials, minerals, technical skill,
mechanical equipment, and electric
energy. We have a hardworking
people, administrative ability, a
The Rollins A Capella Choir gave favorable government, and a herprogram at Mountain Lake Sun- itage of morality and religion. Yet
day afternoon, March 10. The in- we have poverty and widespread
vocation was read by Norwick distress. Many people are in desGoodspeed; the Litany was read perate need. Why?
by Philippa Herman. The Chapel
"There's a single answer and a
Choir sang four anthems: "Father good one. People lack purchasing
Most Holy", by Tschesnokoff, and power. Therefore industry cannot
Bach's Chorale, "Look Down, Holy sell enough—we have idle men, maDove." President Hamilton Holt chines, and dollars—even the farextended words of greeting to the mers are in misery because people
audience. The Old Testament Les- cannot buy. Again, why?
son: Psalm 104, was read by John
"Part of our people get more
Liberman; the New Testament than they can use, or spend with
Lesson: Romans 12, by Gayner Da- wisdom and invest with profit.
vis. Dudley Darling gave a short There is not enough left for the
address on "The Thrill of Discov- rest to have enough to buy. Grasp
ery". The Service was closed with this simple fact: In 1929 10 bilthe Benediction and Choral Amen. lion dollars went to 36,000 people,

DEEDEE HOENIG

Illustrator Exhibits
Work at Art Studio
John Rae Will Hold One-Man
Show of Drawings
John Rae, famous author and illustrator of well-loved books for
young people, presents A OneMan Show on exhibition at the Art
Studio from four to five daily with
the exception of Saturday. Creator
of "Grasshopper Green," "Granny
Goose," "Lucy Locket," and illustrator of many school books, Mr.
Rae has contributed to the best
juvenile magazines, and illustrated for McMillan, Harpers, Dodd
Mead, and Holland.
"His
most
successful book,
'Grasshopper Green', has had an
enormouse sale and has become a
Juvenile classic. John Rae is represented in the permanent collection of American Illustrators at the
Congressional Library in Washington, D. C, and has broadcasted
several times (WEAFA and other
stations) telling stories, singing,
and playing the harmonica."—
From Town and Country Review,
London, England.
Listed in Who's Who, Mr. Rae
has painted portraits of David
Warfield, Einstein, Pavlova, Fred
Stone, Frieda Hempel, Annie Rutz,
Carl Sandburg, Amato and many
other celebrities and has illustrated over seventy books.

Kappa Alpha Elects Officers
At its last meeting Kappa Alpha
fraternity reelected Jack Buckwalter to its presidency and elected
Melvin Clanton, vice-president, and
Jess Gregg, secretary.

The play will run through Wednesday evening, March 20, with
matinee performances at 2:30 on
Saturday and Tuesday afternoon.
A special campus rate for all performances has been announced by
Miss Dorothy Lockhart, director
of the Series, and students, faculty and staff are urged to make
early reservations.
With one of America's most colorful and peerless actresses in the
leading role, the production is expecited to furnish a memorable
climax to a season unparalleled
in artistic and dramatic achievement since the inauguration of the
Series by Miss Annie Russell eight
years ago.
Listed among the great names of
the theatre by virtue of her notable contribution as a player of
Shakespeare, Greek Tragedies, and
sophisticated comedy, Miss Anglin's fame has travelled throughout this country and abroad. For
the past year, her voice has become known to millions as the
star in the National Broadcasting
Company's weekly serial, "Orphans
of Divorce".
The play will be staged by Howard Bailey, under the direction of
Margaret Anglin. Professor Bailey
has also been chosen by the great
actress to appear in the leading
male role opposite her part of
Paula Chamberlain. The scenery
is being designed by George C.
Cartwright, Jr. and furnished and
decorated by E. Tadd Little, interior decorator of Winter Park.
Co-director of student dramatics
at Rollins, Professor Bailey has
made many professional appearances with such well-known stage
personalities as Bette Davis, Henry
Hull, Edith Barrett, Edith Wynne
Matthison, Violet Homing, and
last year played a prominent role
in Fred Stone's production of
"Lightnin' " here.
Others in the cast are Deedee
Hoenig, playing the important part
of Miranda, Dean Enyart, Betty
B,erdahl, Charles Steel, Frances
Perrotet, Virginia Kingsbury, Janet Jones, Peggy Conklin, Rhea
Marsh Smith, Leila Rotival, Virginia Shaw, Burwell Howard, Vera
Ayres, Gale Little, Henry Jacobs,
Richard Wesson, Babs Osincup and
John Little.
Witty by-play at a typical aftertheatre party furnishes the background for Novello's clever and
sophisticated comedy,
"Party".
Agains this background, the author has super-imposed the trials
and mistakes of a fickle actress,
who becomes the third woman in a
triangle despite the admonitions
of her friends, a retired actress
who speaks from experience.
No light farce, the Novello play,
for all its Noel Coward type of
line, still has a serious and significant dramatic theme underlying the apparent frothiness.
f h e box office at the theatre
will be open daily from 4-6 for reservations.

Rollins Students Travel to Stetson to Hear
Kirby Page; Subject is '^Plenty for Everybody"

Chapel Choir Sings
At Mountain Lake,
Sunday Afternoon

while another 10 billion went to
12,000,000 people. Now if the division had been 19 billion for the 12
million, every family would have
had $1500 with which to buy what
they needed, and the 36,000 people
would still have had $30,000 each.
There would have been no depression with 10,000,000 people out of
work and 20,000,000 on relief.
"For the first time in history a
nation has enough to give plenty
to everyone. Why do they not do
it? Because of certain basic ideas
and habits.
"We are confused about the
meaning of private property. Let
me try to put meaning into this
idea. I am an ardent believer in
private property, and what bothers
me is that we are in danger of destroying the system of private property. Our confusion is that we classify all sorts of things as private
Sigma Nus Elect Officers
property. We have one policy of
property for two different kinds
The Sigma Nus elected the folof property, which will ruin us. lowing officers a t their meeting
There is porperty for use and pro- Monday, March 4:
perty for power. They differ sharpCommander, Everett Farnsworth
ly in nature and meaning. The first
Lieut. Commander, Charles Rascovers our homes, food, clothes,
cher
cars, furniture, books, etc. The
Treaurer, Al Roosevelt
health of the nation depends on the
Recorder, James Dean
multiplication of such property for
Marshal, Donald Murphy
use. These things help us to be
Reporter Hai'rison Barnes
what the Almighty meant us to be.
Chaplain, Jack Sharp
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 7)
Sentinel, Franklin Enquist
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Cast in Novello's comedy, "Party"

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

By JACK LIBERMAN
The war in Europe still rages
for parade cally, the eyes have it.
Ending the term with a bang and the no ; has it too.
and shows no signs of abating, but,
. . .that's Rollins! Always up to
to the contrary, promises to be a
Here the interview truthfully
• Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association
some old, new, borrowed, and blue ends, because we became so interlong-drawn-out affair, which is
. . . if we may go middle-aisling ested, we forgot to take notes
more than likely to include almost
TELEPHONE 187
Puhlicatioi Ofjic
on you.
every nation in Europe including
what she said. We can't even tell
nations which were neutral in the
Old? Love is' it's new to Dick you how greatly she affected uS;
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Great War. As far as the belligerYard and Gertrude Musselwhite any more than we can describe thi
College Publishers Repres
ents themselves are concerned, not
tho' . . . It's sweet to Lois John- sensation we get from the Victory
4 2 0 MADtSON AVE.
much has happened during the last
son and Pic who are planning to of Samorthroce, green olives,
week, but the neutrals are being
make that Honeymoon Isle some- breathing, all of which we are
ice: By mail anywhere in the United States ?1.50 i
drawn into the fight more and
time soon . . . In Bloom to Chip ordinately fond of.
3.00 for the full college year.
more as the days go on. Rome proChisholm and Ruth Schoneoman .
However,
between
moments
Entered as second class mati
November 24, 1925, at the post office at Winter Park,
tested to Britain against the seiz. .who are the most attractively when Miss Kingsbury brought her
Florida, undtr the act of March ;
ure of boats carrying coal, much
consistent pair on campus . . . a gowns to be approved. Miss Jones
needed coal, to Italy from GerEDITORIAL STAFF
bumpy road t o Warren Goldsmith delivered a message, and Miss Angmany. Belgium protested to GerJ O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Ed
and Claudia Wilson . . . and in-lin was on stage, acting, or believe
many concerning an a i r battle
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor triguing t o Bitty Cummins and it or not, directing Miss Hoenig
CHARLES STEEL
H O L T ROTIVAL
which took place over Belgium terJ E F F E R S O N KENNEDY, JR.^ T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors that dark out- of-towner she's been how to kiss, we managed to talk
ritory and in which two Belgian
JANET JONES
,
Feature Editor doing the town with . . .
lot. She chatted of how the la
planes were shot down by the NazNORINE FARR
J Cofy Editor
Old? Eavesdropping is . . . but war dissolved her Shakespearian
is. Of course, the Nazis had a ready
A L D I N E BAKER, BETTY DE GIERS
,
Society
Editors
company
which
Stratford-on-Avon
we overheard: "Romance is a
excuse. They thought they were
T O Y S K I N N E R , GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts
had
invited
over;
of
her
interest
whirling dervish" propounded by
By THE EARIE ONE
over France and that the planes
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines
Prof. Dexter . . . " I think he's young actors and actresses: of her
(Continued from 1
I 1, C o l . 4 )
were British. Unless the pilots
PAUL HALEY, BETTY WINTON
Proof
Editors
delight
in
the
sunshine;
of
her
desweet as anything, but do you supPaul Haley: "That's what I'v(
were blind and stupid, it is difficult
NEWS R E P O R T E R S
to produce "The Persians"; oJ
always needed a dangerous repu House a t Warm Springs, Ga.
F r a n k B o w e s , B e t t y C a r s o n , W e s l e y D a v i s , N o r i n e F a r r , N a t F e l d e r , N o r - pose he's all t h e r e ? " from Shirto understand their making two
sing before President Franklir
w i c k G o o d s p e e d , B e t t y H a l l , P a u l H a l e y , D i c k K e l l y , A l d e n M a n c h e s t e r , ley Bowstead . . . from someone how she once played Media in Car- tation."
such mistakes a t the same time.
R o b e r t M a t t h e w s , P r a n c e s M o n t g o m e r y , L y n n N a u g h t , Donald Ogilvie,
negie
Hall
in
New
York
(Here
she
Sammy Gunn: " H e r daughte: Roosevelt. In the spring of 1935, The British accomplished a trick
L a u r a R i p l e y , R u t h S c h o e n a m a n , J a n e A n n e S h o U e y , H e s t e r S t u r g i s , who interrogated "What's ecstaby pure grit and hard work, Mr.
William Terhune, Bud Waddell.
cy?" and got the reply "A movie!"
lied up her eyes in mock horror); taught me the ropes."
similar to the escape of the BremFEATURE WRITERS
Cooper
was
able
to
raise
funds
to
how a mocking bird acts as
J e s s G r e g g , S h e r r y G r e g g , J e a n H o i a e n , Pegg-y H u d g i n g s , J a c k L i b e r m a n , and "I wonder where I got all these
Jack Buckwalter: "I want to
take him and a star soprano of the en just before the war. This time
S a r a McCasslin, J a n e Miller, M a r y A n n W i l s o n
bruises!" from Jane Miller.
arm clock here each morning. proposition you."
it was the almost completed Queen
SPORT'S W R I T E R S
choir
to
Europe,
most
of
the
time
nd, ceaselessly arranging and reC h a r l e s A r n o l d , Cecil B u t t , R o b e r t M c K e n n a n , R o b i n R a e , A l f r e d R o o s e Old? The quaint campus custom
Effie Jane Buell: "Let's all go
being spent a t historic Castle Wil- Elizabeth, the largest passenger
velt, R i c h a r d Wesson, W e s H a u s m a n
of throwing peepul in the lake . . . arranging the folds of her gown,
I a spree."
ASSISTANTS
helminenberg with members of the ship ever to be built, that did the
eyes searching the grid, the
But Ray Hickok and Jim Hoover
Caroline Sandlin: "He just uses
Shirley Bowstead, P a t Guillow, B a r b a r a Northen, A r a x E h r a m j i a n
Vienna Boys' Choir. After the feat, successfully crossing the Atdidn't think it was so ancient when wings, or studying the actors,
you as a sideline because I'm too
BUSINESS STAFF
"Presidential" triumph, and the lantic. She is now docked in New
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager they went pajamaed into the icedrifted from the dreamy to theold."
jaunt to Europe, he began in earn- York Harbour next to the Queen
Rita Costello: "Bud isn't an in-est to make engagements in other Mary and the Normandie. That
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner water a week or so back for being realistic, from the ridiculous to
sublime with all ease and r a - teresting person."
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager late to the dean's class . . . and
parts of the country. In December must be a wonderful sight, besides
pidity
of
a
roller
coaster.
J A N E RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation
Manager what's this rule about not thro'
on Riddle: "Who's this Delia of 1936, six members of the choir all the significance it has.
The inevitable question had tothat Bob Whiston is raving
J O H N FLEEGER
^
„ Exchange Editor ing anyone in? After all, it's one
went to New York City and sang
of the main attractions of
come, and we yielded to it. I think about?"
Here in the United States, the
before small social groups. In both
place. Sorta' breaks the ice, if you MissAnglin would have preferred
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Supreme Court finally decided to
m Lease: "Has anybody found
1937 and 1938, Mr. Cooper took hear a case in which children had
e
what
we
mean.
us
to
be
strong.
"Miss
Anglin,"
out what anybody can d o ? "
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf afid fointed, well-rounded yet many
Old? Betty Hall has turned 20, said we, "do you prefer comedy
been expelled from school because
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
Jimmie Gunn: "She threw me the boys to Florida on a tour.
d thinks she is of age
Of course, Coleman Cooper's work of their refusal to salute the flag
or the more serious d r a m a ? " Now
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a f
ross the room."
what could the lady answer? She
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be Birthdata gathered on her
Dick Yard: "I wouldn't be tak- has had its financial and social re- and pledge allegiance to it because
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of from the nawth, intends t o fly has done both, received raves on ing the girls out for illegal pur- wards. Naturally, when someone of their religious faith. Let us hope
home for the hols, is partial to both. She admitted she adored her poses."
like Victor Gomboz, director of the that the Court upholds tho decision
the Sandsfur.
blondes a t present, smokes Phillip starring role in "Fresh Fields"
Bud Waddell: "There's one thing Vienna Boys' Choir, says "The in- of the lower court that these chilMorris' with an alarming persis- which Broadway recently saw, but
will NOT be and that's a cuddle- tonation of the Apollo Boys' Choir dren can make such a refusal. It
tence, is a Chi 0 , and tall, blonde, it was the mention of the classics bunny for college girls."
is as nearly perfect as I have heard is only the red-baiters and people
By DR. RICHARD BURTON
and antagonistic!
that made her eyes as bright as
Question: "What have you got? demonstrated by an American who talk big but really do not
As a veteran play-goer, it has been my good fortune to be long fachoir," Coleman Cooper's eyes know the true meaning of Amerithe
lights
that
have
spelled
out
her
cold?"
—ew ? are the clever bedroom
miliar with the distinguished career of Margaret Anglin, who has sc
sparkle and his joy knows no canism, like the D. A. R. and the
Answer: Jack Carter: "No —
graciously come to Rollins to head a cast of Annie Russell Company slips of Janet Jones . . . the sanbounds.
American Legion, who are stupid
And then we said goodbye, and chills and fervor." (courtesy Opplayers in a play by the brilliant English playwright and actor, Ivor dles from Haiti that are making
enough to claim that such an action
everybody into Little Toe-peeps she was on the stage again, direc- erator 13)
Novello, opening Friday, March 15, in the Annie Russell Theatre.
constitutes un-Americanism. Those
ting
a
difficult
emotional
scene
.
.
.
the
Casparis
retreat
in
the
Gladys
Evoy:
"I've
seen
him,
but
How well I recall her work in the emotional psychological dramas
people believe in America and all
of the Pinero-Jones-Oscar Wilde period, as leading woman a t the Em^ back room of the S'spur office . . . where Howard Bailey carries Peg- I've never thought about him."
t stands for as much as those who
Erika Heyder: "Venus will be
pire Theatre in New York, in her association with such famous players the question is, who is the lady? gy Conklin downstairs, using a
salute the flag, but they have s
. . . the song "Isle of May" which minimum of words, getting a max- very close to Jupiter tonight—oh
as E. H. Sothern and Richard Mansfield; or later as star in her
Economic Advantage of Sys certain religious creed that premy!"
right playing up and down the land whether in representative modern reminds us ever so vaguely of imum of results.
vents them from doing it. I persontem is Proposed Subject
"Margaret Anglin is just like a
Helen Darling: "Darn it, just berealistic plays or heading her own company in Shakespearean reper- Tschaikovsky (o, somebody told us
ally know* a lot of people, including
tory. I remember so vividly her production of "Twelfth Night" and it i§ Tsch!) are the Casanova sfiy book," one of the actors backstage luse I'm cute, you go and quote
A prize of $25.00 is offered by myself, who do not stand up when
sayings
which
don't
seem
to
be
had
said,
and
as
we
sort
of
floated
"As You Like It", for which Livingston Pltat furnished the settings,
the American Patent Law A
Ann Kruse: "Imagin finding you elation, for the best original essay the flag is seen fluttering across
unsurpassed for sheer loveliness in my experience, and with the ac-catching on as fast as Confucius. . out of the theater, we decided if
nd yet I defy anybody
New ? Margaret Anglin is to this were true, we could well use ere. This is my spot."
tress an ideal Rosalind. (And I say i t having been brought up on Modwritten by a college undergrad- the sc
I not a true American
Rollins
.
.
.
and
"The
Party",
a
a set.
jeska in that part.)
uate on the subject: "The History
all its ideals. No, it's
comedy to be produced by the AnThat production of "As You Like It" remains in memory as a loveof the American Patent System and believing
feels in his heart tonie Russel Company will be good
what a m
ly dream rather than a reality. The theatre-going public owes Miss
LETTERS
TO
THE
Economic
Advantages."
The
eswards
his
country
and not his acnews . . . Mitch Mitchell's hairAnglin a definite debt as one of the very few keeping alive on our stage,
say should not exceed three thous- tions towards an inanimate symcut is . . .
EDITOR
in the finest tradition, the plays of the immortal Will.
words, must be submitted
bol of his country, that makes him
Borrowed? The Alpha Phi's borThat this actress has been open-minded to new, promising playtypewritten form, and will be
a true American. Hats off to those
writers, tho firmly founded in the classics, was illustrated when, with rowed an age-old idea, and had
March 3, 1940 tained by the American Patent who despite public wrath stick fast
the late Henry Miller as co-star and co-producer, they brought out their first houseparty of the yeah
To the Editor of the Sandspur
Law Association.
to
their religious ideas. A t least
A prize of $150 is offered by the
William Vaughn Moody's noteworthy play, "The Great Divide," which at the Pelican . . . and borrowed
Dear Sir,
he winner will be given an op- they are not hypocrites.
ran at least for two straight years and made a fortune for the quiet from the social science department Committee for Cultural Freedom in
This is a protest to the feature portunity to read his paper a t the
University of Chicago professor. Miss Anglin's role in this powerful one discussion of world affairs by conjunction with the North Amer- riters and columnists, all the way official exercises on April 10, 1940. Politics again entered our worthy
Western drama was an excellent example of her realistic work; emotion the Poetry Class . . . and also ican Review, for the best essay on
om Overheard, way down to Foot- A brief biography of the contest- Congress when the Hatch Bill with
in the leash of a sure-fire art. There were moments in that play never borrowed from Winchell is the col- the subject, "The Challenge to Cul- notes. Bless them, they started out ant should accompany his essay and its teeth intact, was victorious by
to be forgotten by me, moments where art merges in life, yet life is con- lege Vignette of the week: She tural Freedom," submitted by an with the right idea of mentioning
essay can be considered unless it three votes in an attempt to dewas a Rollins co-ed, he was a Rol- undergraduate of 25 years or
trolled by art.
everyone, albeit, the more obscure
accompanied by a letter signed stroy it. The Hatch Bill forbids fedpersonalities made dull reading. A t by the dean or registrar of the eral office holders except Cabinet
And it is Miss Anglin, who, I feel, above ail others has brought to our lins man . . . but they didn't go t o der, in any American collegt
later day appreciation of the great Greeks. To see her production of the sea-shore because the Horse- university. Manuscripts must not least, however, it was cosmopolitan, college in question, stating that the members, etc., from taking part in
Now it seems they are giving more contestant is an undergraduate politics a t the same time. A very
such dramas as the "Antigone" or "The Electra" was a liberal educa- shoe was good enough for them . . exceed 3,000 words and must be
She thought he was too serious,
worthy idea, but since many of
than enough space to the glamoui duly registered a t such college,
tion. Would that she might be induced to produce here at Rollins one
office of the Committee on
our Congressmen are in such a poof these classic plays. It would be a wonderful climax to our seasonal but constant association with him before April 15, 1940. The winning boys—the Kennedys, the Whistons,
Esays should be mailed to the
sition, they are afraid that the law
the Darlings, the Greggs, the M
activity in the theatre and do far more than class-room study could to made her change, and now she's essay will be published in
Contest Committee, American Patserious,
too
.
.
,
in
fact,
she's
gomay
be extended to them, and then
phys.
And
the
glamour
girls:
1
make us realize the "glory that was Greece".
North American Review.
ent Law Association, Room 898,
Wilhites, the Russells, the Hoenigs, National Press Building, Washing- where would they be? Another
I may be pardoned, I hope, for a personal reminiscence. I was teach- ing -to be pinned shortly . . . anbill is up for a vote to extend these
Dominicks,
and
Sholleys.
What
have
ing in the Summer school of the University of California a t Berkeley, ther match made during matricuRules of the contest and the
ton, D. C , to be received not later
provision to state officials. May
they got that the rest of us haven't than March 20, 1940.
when Margaret Anglin came to San Francisco for an engagement there. latio
Committee's Statement of Prin
that be passed. It is about time we
Blu
After a matinee in Henry Arthur Jones' melodrama, "The Woman in the
Everybody who has term ciples may be obtained from Isabel What do they do — what can they
divorced the government from polido
a
t
Rollins
—
the
rest
of
us
c
Case", a play making a tremendous demand on any actress, she came papers due this week . . . Dr. Lundberg, Executive
Secretary, do ? I'm tired of hearing about the O.D.K. Discusses Convention tics, just as we've separated church
across the bay to the Open Air Hearst Theatre, an exact reproduction Steel's English lit class because
The Committee for Cultural Frei sophisticates. I want to hear more
to scale of the Greek original, and gave us that superb play, "The Anmeeting on this Sattidy . , .
Alpha Iota Circle of Omicron and state. The United States, espedom, 2 West 43rd Street, New York about just regular, plain Rollins
tigone". To change from a typical drama of our time to one representthe Audubon Society members
Delta Kappa, men's honorary fra- cially since the time of Andrew
students. I demand a back to nature ternity, held a supper meeting last Jackson, has had too many poliing the classic at its best, was a feat in itself. In all my play-going, that who didn't get to take their river City.
ticians running our country and
movement in our writing, or there Tuesday night in the Beanery.
night stands out as supreme: along with 8,000 other spectators I sat trip last weekend because of the
entranced, forgetting I was modern. The place was Thebes, and Ang- chilliness . . . is Prof. Granbery-1 Hit Parade
Plans were discussed for the not enough statesmen and econois Wendy Davis will be revolution. To Peggy Hudglin was Antigone! Such experiences, even with a 50 years acquaintance ry who is getting a million one-act because Life hasn't come through ings' own Walk of Shame with the forthcoming O. D. K. Convention mists.
with the theatre, can be counted on the fingers of one hand.
plays to read this week on top of with pictures yet . . . is the skyclique of Smoothies, and the people to be held a t Rollins, April 6, 1940.
Margaret Anglin has the technique of her art a t her finger-ends, of the ones he's going to judge for for spring hols, we hope . . . so who insist on writing about them Approximately fifty representaalone.
tives from the Southeastern states
course; both her training and her gift give her the power adequately to the Allied Arts contest in May . . . happy ones to you!
Sally McCaslin because Glad
show the world all possible forms and phases of that mighthy thing.
T. DUSTER
And incidently, does Helen Dar- will be present for the occasion.
Evoy
is
one
up
on
her
in
their
manThe theatre, in its best estate. But she has something more. She is a
F. S. And this comes under ultra- ling say nothing b u t shocking The participants will be entertainwoman who has dedicated her remarkable powers and personality to
:e, . . . are we because the term violet . . . June Lingerfelt went to things? According to Overheard, ed a t an all-college dance given
Grace Raymond went home to
the highest interests of her profession. She has remained an idealist
ps have made news scarce . . . is the beach and got so sunburned he she does, but I've talked with her by the Thetas that weekend.
Daytona for the weekend.
in a day when anyone so doing runs the risk of being lonely. Always Matt Ely because somebody told . . .er. . . can't sit down!
on several occasions, and noticed
Nancy Johnson
was Betty
she has subordinated herself, and her material interests, to the a r t she about his two-gal date . , . a r e
The KA's had a dance Sattidy nothing whatsoever I wouldn't reKappa Alpha Has Dance
Knowlton's houseguest in St. Pete
follows and illuminates. It remains for us a t Rollins to reward her moosic fans because there isn't p. m., too, that comes under the peat. Maybe the Earie One just
coming not only with applause but with that deeper, quieter thing, a more of Wee Bonnie Baker on the head of old business.
On Saturday night Kappa Alpha on Saturday and Sunday.
has that kind of a mind.
Eleanor Hand visited an aunt
true appreciation of what she is and gives.
fraternity was host a t a house
Sincerely,
dance given in honor of the visit- in Englewood.
It may not be amiss to add, since, being human, we are all interest- ligent and animated discussion would be a proposal to have
A STUDENT
Elizabeth Gridley and Ida Mae
ing presidents of Hardeman Proed in the more personal private side of a public personage, that Mar- definite hours in which all men should be in their dormitorgaret Anglin is of a noted Canadian family. Her father was a Speaker ies at night! We can hear them saying even now, ** Mr. OPENING FRIDAY, MARCH 20 vince of the Kappa Alpha Order, Hope spent the weekend in Saraat 8:15
and a number of alumni from Tam- sota.
of the House at the time of her birth and a prominent member of his Cook, may I have late permission?"
THE
Jess Gregg regrets being unable
pa. Mrs .Scott, Mr. Hanna, Profparty, and her brother, the Rt. Honorable Francis Anglin, dying a
We wonder if there is any student on campus who would
ANNIE RUSSELL SERIES
Bradley, and Prof, and Mrs. to go off campus last weekend.
few years ago, was the Chief Justice of Canada and a distinguished not resent having a group, either of students or faculty,
Presents
Suzanne Willis went to Mt. Dora
Granberry were guests from the
member of the Privy Council.
tell him that he could not be in plays if he were in the choir,
Rollins campus. Refreshments were to see her grandmother.
or that the International Relations Club and the French Club
Ellen Gross and Nin Bond went
served during the evening.
were too much for him in the way of extra-curricular activities with his heavy college schedule.
Rollins girls who were also in- to St. Pete to visit Nin's parents
Celebrated American Actress as
1
Guest Star and Director of
ted were—Florence Lacombe, over the weekend.
Personally we respect the intelligence of the Rollins' stuBob Davis, Aldine Baker, Elsa
Most of the assembly periods at Rollins this year have dents too much to think that they would let themselves be
Gladys Evoy, Jane Anne Sholley,
resulted in a few people becoming righteously indignant overburdened with outside activities. We also feel that
Betty deGiers, Helen Darling, Rita Jansen, and Ollie Barker drove to'
a comedy by Ivor Novello
about the subject under discussion, speaking; in quavering the more work they do outside of class, the better they'll
0, Erika Heyder, Shirley St. Augustine on Sunday for the
voices, offering nothing concrete in the way of a solution, do in class. No one can deny that they'll be much more cap- The Annie RusseU Theatre Smith, Anne Clark, Sherry Gregg, tennis matches.
and in general making not even a momentary impression. able of meeting the problems encountered after graduation. Seven Performances — Friday Betty Watson, Jean Holden, Rachel
Wednesday a t 8:15;
Last Wednesday was a good example not only of a futile _ 'jRatting", 'Leisure Time", and "Extra-Curricular Ac- through
Paper of the Week: An Asympmatinees a t 2:30 Saturday and Harris, Toy Skinner, Sue Pick,
subject, but also of a futile discussion.
Tuttle, Jane Balch, Sue totic Formula for the Average Sum
tivities have been the weighty problems facing us this year. Tuesday.
A plan to limit the extra-curricular activities of students As a fitting companion for this trio may we suggest the sub- Special Campus Rate for Orches- Terry, Aggie Chalker, Norine Farr, of the Digits of Integers. (By Dr.
in a supposedly progressive college both sounds and is ri-ject, *What the Needlework Guild Means to the Sorority Girl tra Seats: Faculty & Staff 75c; t Betty Scott, Nancy Locke, and Laurens E, Bush, College of St.
Students, 50c—Box Office open
Thomas).
diculous. It wouldn't surprise us if the next topic for intel- at Rollins" or better still, "The Modern Dance, Pro and Con." daily
I Mary Gore.
from 4-6.
Dislribuior o t

Golle6iale Di6est

OVERHEARD

Apollo Boys' Choir
Sings Here Tonight

Margaret Anglin — An Appreciation

Essay Prize Offered
By Patent Law Group

Cultural Freedom's
Challenge is Essay
Contest's Subject

(—OFF CAMPUS-I

"Teacher, May We Take an Extra Activity
This Term?"

MARGARET
ANGLIN
"PARTY"

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1940

RoUins CoeWs Beat
Stetson By One Sport
Girls Win Archery, Hockey,
Tennis; Lose Basketball, Golf
Rollins co-eds by one sport carried home from Deland the competitive laurels of their annual playday with Stetson University last
Saturday. The Rollins girls won
archery, tennis and hock"ey, while
Stetson showed the way in golf
and basketball.
Shooting
without
Charlotte
Gregg, No. 1 archer, who pulled a
tendon in her right arm early in
the competition, our girls hit the
target for 773 points to Stetson's
641. The high Columbia round for
the day was shot by Shirley Bowstead. She was competently supported by her team mates Irma
Achenbach, Mary Trendle, and
Jane Coates. Louis Miller was outstanding for the Hatters.
Gloria Young, seeded tennis
Tarlet number 1, succumbed to her
tough opponent, Helen Bishop, in
straight sets 3-6, 1-6. Sis' sizzling
serves and steady playing carried
her through her opponent's service
lead 3-2 at the end of five
games. Miss Bishop rallied to
break back through the Rollinsite's next two services to take the
set 6-3. The second set was marked
by careful playing on the part of
Miss Bishop as she maneuvered
Sis out of position and followed
through with hard driven place
ments.
Barbara Bryant playing number
two position played her usual
steady and deadly accurate game
win in two sets 6-0, 7-5. Her
opponent Edith Bass fought determinedly, but the best she could
do was to deuce every game of the
first set and to make a strong bid
to take the second as Barbara
wore away her resistance.
Toy Skinner and Bitty Cummin
had little trouble tucking away
Betty Rosenblum and Mary Ann
Hill in the doubles match 6-2, 6-2.
The first set was neither fast nor
hard fought. The second set the
Stetson duo tried hard managing
to deuce three of the games they
dropped, but they couldn't equal
the smooth working Rollins pair.
Virginia Cash and Jane Ann
Sholley dropped their golf matches 5 and 12 up respectively to care-

SANDSPUR

Chi Omegas Install Officers
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega installed new officers for the chapter,
Monday, March 4th. Those assuming official positions included Betty Watson, president; Agnes Chalker, vice-president; Shirley Bowstead, secretary; Betty Hall, treasurer; Lynn Naught, chapter correspondent; Josephine Caruso, herald. Other offices were made by
appointment.
ful playing worthy opponents.
The blue and gold hockey eleven
playing on a small field trimmed
the green clad lassies 6-0 easily.
The forward line composed of McCaslin, Good, P. Young, Ripley,
and Sturgis clicked so well the defense consisting of P. Smith, Stoddard, G. Young (substitute-Schlegal), Jensen, Hugli, and Phillips
had little work to do. Hester Sturgis played a flashy game at the
left wing post to push 3 scores over
the line. The entire game was decided from the opening bully. Three
quarters of the action was in Stetterritory. The few time the
Hatters were on the offensive lasted only a few seconds and never
did they really threaten to score.
Stetson pulled from'behind in a
fiercely contested basketball game
to come out on the big side of the
38-31 score. At the end of the
first quarter Rollins led 12-5. In
the second Stetson steadily gained
to tie the score 18-18 at the halfway mark. They continued to sink
buckets in the third canto to lead
28-22 at its end. A change in the
lineup resulted in more points in
the last quarter but not enough
to overcome the Hatters lead as
they continued to score as well.
Though Rollins won in the realm
of competition for the day, a greater pleasure was derived from the
splendid sense of association and
friendship created by this "miniature
Olympics"
between
the
schools. The splendid luncheon, the
recreational period of ping pong,
badminton, and shuffleboard were
the most enjoyable and satisfying
of the day.

Eng"agement of Bliz
Blunden, R o l l i n s
'38, is Announced

RUDDER ROPES
by TED PITMAN
A rather dull and slow week out
the Crew House way was livened
up for a brief period last Monday when "Swan Dive" Ogilvie,
stroke and captain, no less of the
varsity, showed his aspiring teammates how easily and gracefully
he could do a back one-and-a-half
gainor, not off the high board but
out of the stroke's seat into the
none-to-warm waters of Lake
Maitland. This exhibition of the
Flying Don recalled to the members of last years crew the equally graceful departure of one McCorkle, but even that was surpassed by the grace and slow motion style of "Ogie".
"Beer Barrell' Hickok, Tony
Galento's only rival, has been doing wonders at the stroke's job in
the Jayvees, the past week and
has whipped his bunch of raw recruits into a very powerful unit.
When they have the first "screecher" of the year next Friday with
the senior boat, we wouldn't be a
bit surprised to see the old men
pushed to the limit to beat Ray
and his bunch of heefers. Rowing
a long and powerful stroke they
will have to match the varsities
high stroke with a lower longer
one. Your writer's guess is that if
they don't get flustered when the
varsity jumps them at the start,
which it should do, they will be
able to come up to them in the
body of the course, if not pass
them. They will not be able to go as
high as the senior boat at the end
and if they should try to match
strokes, it woul be fatal to them.
Rollins and Florida crew fans
will be extremely fortunate this
year as they will have a chance to
witness the foremost schoolboy
crew in this country, if not in the
world, when Tabor Academy of
Marion, Massachusetts, comes to
race our Junior Varsity boat, Ta-

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SE4LTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

THREE

bor has been twice National Scholastic Crew Champions and twice
winner of the coveted Thames Cup,
symbol of long-standing of the
world's best in schoolboy crews
which is held over the famous English Henley course. This race will
be undoubtedly the Jayvees toughest race of the season. We are
lucky to be able to bring down here
a crew of such national and international importance, and, although it is only a schoolboy outfit it is still the first big name rowing outfit ever to visit the Southland.

Mr. and Mrs. L. James Blunden
have recently announced the engagement of their daughter Ruth
to Mr. John Clifford, son of Mr. |
and Mrs. Jeremiah Clifford, of |
ChiCc^go, T,llin^is. Ruth ("Bliz")
graduated from Rollins in 1938 and
is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Mr. Clifford attended Vanderbilt University where he was a |
member of Phi Kappa Psi fratern-1
ity and received his degree from
Notre Dame.

arriving daily

Just the thing for Spring Vacation

LOHR-LEA

Royal Typewriters
This vacation will see the Jayvees rowing twice a day, as their
first race of the season will come
the day after vacation with the
boys from Asheville School, who
are always tough customers as
they are a well balanced and
smooth stroking outfit and have
probably been on the water as
long, if not longer, than our crew.
In this race, as usual, Rollins'
advantage in weight and strength
will be pitted against their advantage in experience.

Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Rollins Press Store

Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

Cards, Games and Easter Toys
St. Patrick's Day and Easter

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

E. PARK AVE.

Davis Office Supply

RAY

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Ave.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

EASTER CARDS
SOUTHERN GIFTS
Miniature Spring Flowers
Tallies, place cards, decorations
Perfumes, compacts, candies, novelties

The greeting Shop
148 N. Orange Ave.

Unusually striking chambrays, 1 and 2
piece, grand for campus wear,
smart, washable
Especially priced at

Orlando

For the Wanderer or the
stay at home
TRAVEL AND EASTER CLOTHES

$5

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

NEW SPRING DRESSES
AND BEACH WEAR

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

•
•
•
•
•

Navy and colorful sheers
New English cloth coats
Reefers in lovely pastel shades
Redingotes to match a contrast dress
Gay new formals for spring and summer

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Plione 5861
Orlando, Florida

BUICK OFFERS
104 Used Cars
All makes and
body types

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

BOOKS
79c to $3.95 each
Hundreds of best selling books
for everyone — formerly published at $2.00 to ?7.B0 — and
even higher! It's your big opportunity to get the books you've
always wanted — "The Music
Lovers' Encyclopedia" — Dictionary of Dates" — "Collected
Poems of Eobert Prost" — and
many others. Come in now,
while the assortment is complete.
Y-D — Books — Street Floor

Yowell-Drew's
—ORLANDO

Going Somewhere?
COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
for travel

1
I

$25 and up

It's Spring! Dress to turn a young
man's fancy . . .

Frances Slater
San Juan BIdg.

M'dear, there is something new
ander the sun, moon or red tile roof,
lepending on where you're sitting
at this moment.
The latest comes from California
. . . all colors of lastex trunks to
ivear under your dressmaker bathing suit . . . to hold that line under
your slacks or shorts. Wear these
bright colored, brief, elasticized
shorts in the water and out. But
whether you need wear these restrainers or not, by all means see
them in the Sports Shop for they'll
be the subject of many a conversation!
If I was to do a Prof. Quiz and
ask what material is most flattering to womankind, the vast majority of you would answer, "Velvet."
And thereby hangs my next fashion
tale. Jantzen has fashioned a swim
suit of a material called Water
Velva, which looks and feels like
lush velvet, but has all the practical, wearable features of a grand
suit. This "Nifty Approved" number is beautifully fashioned and
boasts a front skirt. The next time
you're "Just looking, thank you,"
ask to see one of these suits of
"velvet".
The salesman said, "It will be
featured in LIFE . . . The print is
:;alled "Awning Stripe" . . . It is
known as a Breezer." Now, if your
curiosity is sufficiently aroused . . .
a Breezer is a boxy jacket with
short sleeves, fashioned of bold
striped cotton. Wear this topper
ivith your skirts for a change; over
your dresses for a jacket; with
your bathing suit or slacks. It is
squally at home on the beach or on
in evening date. Ask to see a
Breezer by name!
Dear
seekers-of-something-new
. . Barbizon has cut a new satin
dip called the Ballerina . . . bra
:op, zipper side fastening and
jwing skirt! ! ! just as full as any
)f your dresses. Need I say they
ire just darling and absolutely
'Nifty Approved" ?

Tliffi^

Orlando
Dickson-Ives

O^
18 W. CENTRAL

/

ORLANDO

For extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios — call 115
Emerson and RCA Victor Radios

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE
Work called for and delivered.

Colonial Orange
Court Hotel

'You'll be the Fairest Lady"
in a Geranium Red
dress with a fitted
jacket and white
accessories—

a blue print with a
soft wooly jacket

BOTH FROM OUR NEW COLLECTION OF
SPRING ENSEMBLES

The Little Gown Shop
! 785 N. Orange Ave.
ORLANDO

Official Rollins Visitors Headquarters

ROLLINS

FOUR
The chandelier in University of
Minnesota's Northrup Auditorium
weighs 4,500 pounds, takes two
hours to clean.

COLONY
Week Beginning March 14th
Thursday - Friday
Mae brings out the West in him
. . . He was full of brimstone . . .
until he met this sagebrush
siren!
W. C. Fields
Mae West in
"MY U T T L E CHICKADEE"
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
The strangest group that ever
put out to sea . . . fleeing from
the Caribbean on the wildest
scheme that ever succeeded.
CLARK GABLE
JOAN CRAWFORD
"STRANGE CARGO"
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday
Eye filling spectacle . . , It will
delight the young and old . . .
something new.
Maurice Maeterlinck's
"THE BLUE BIRD"
with
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Yale Glee Club Gives
Spanish Institute
Has Annual Dinner
Concert March 23
At Saint Augustine (Continued from ] ! 1, Col. 3)
The Spanish Institute of Florida
held its annual banquet on Thurs
day, March 7, at Saint Augustine
Members of the Institute from Rollins, Mrs. Campbell, Luis Hortal,
and some of the Spanish students,
made the trip to the oldest city in
the United States. I t was Fiesta
Day in Saint Augustine, with a
portion of the city set apart to represent a little Spanish village. The
occasion was the celebration of
the town's founding three and
three-quarter centuries ago by PedMenendez, a soldier sent here
to eradicate a settlement of French
Huguenots.
The climax of the day's festivities was the Institute's dinner at
the Ponce de Leon Hotel in the
evening. Dr. Stephen P. Duggan,
national president of the Institute
who spoke last month at the Rollins Animated Magazine, was the
main speaker. Presiding as toastmistress was Mrs. Edgerton Par-

Before leaving for your Spring
Vacation, let us

CHECK-UP, FILL UP,
LUBRICATE, W A S H
AND POLISH YOUR
CAR.

Assure yourself a nice trip, free from
automotive cares.

College Garage
Phone 115
W. Fairbanks

X'S-m
T^'COR

OELANDO, FLORIDA

EASTER SPECIALS

SANDSPUR
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Famous Yale Glee Club Sings in Theatre, March 23

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)

ments of student songs include
many which are still closely identified with Yale life.
Since the conclusion of the last
World War, Mr. Bartholomew has
directed the Yale Glee Club, and
during this period the Club has
further established its reputation
for excellence in performances. The
group has twice won the national
championship in the Intercollegiate Glee Club Contests parti
pated in by student choruses
throughout the country and
many occasions has won other
gional singing competitions.
The Club has appeared not only
in every principal city in the United States, but has been four times
to Europe, appearing successfully
in London, Paris, Brussels, Berlin, Munich, Vienna, Budapest, Copenhagen, Stockholm and other
European capitals.
In Vienna, their appearance was
hailed as a "triumph", with critics
praising their artistry. "That the
United States can produce such
well disciplined student singers,"
said one commentator, "speaks well
The X Club held its open hou&/
for its artistic character and de- Sunday night. The attendance
nies the false fairy tale regarding proved two things; one, that some
American sport which
supposed i twenty or thirty couples had into dominate the academic life. If sufficient funds to attend the movthis is true, then singing has be- ies, and two, that the popular apcome a major sport,
peal of Bob Whiston has not diThe appearance of the Yale Glee i minished.
Club here promises to be one of
Intermission entertainment conthe most notable musical events of sisted of dancing by Chapman Lewa season which has surpassed all is and friend. The friend, so swears
others in artistic achievements.
the aforementioned Mr. Whiston, is
Mail orders for ticket reserva an accomplished protege of the
tions may be addressed to the box glamourous Delia. He knows.
office of the Annie Russell Theatre,
The X Club hopes to conti:
these dances year after year. Won't

The second is a lever, an insturment of power over other people's
lues, over communities, states, nalions even. Great mechanized instruments of massed power: the
I enormous concentration of money we call banks—the mines, mills,
dynamos. In 1929 200 corporatmns controlled by 2000 directors
owned a third of the entire business wealth of America. To call
this concentratioin, manipulation
and control the same kind of property as a home is a misuse of
language. It is public, social, national property.

X Club Open House Dean Nance Speaks at Hart Essay Contest
Features Dancing by Morning Meditation Offers Prize of $25
Lewis and Protege No Chapel Service Will Be Through the efforts of Mr. El-

McDowall Issues First
Call to Ball Players

he hit over .400 in semi-pro base^
ball last summer.

Team Has Excellent Prospects The rest of the aspirants art
With Six Lettermen Back
"Rabbit E a r s " Curry, Bill Justice,
Approximately sixteen Rollins
athletes answered Coach Jack McDowall's first call for baseball
practice last Monday. I found answering his call a nucleus of six
lettermen back from last year's
crack ball club from which to mold
this year's team. Among the returning lettermen are Sam Hardman, June Lingerfelt, Emmett
Gaulding, Manny Brankert, Bill
Daugherty and Joe Justice. Justice,
the sparkplug of the infield last
year, made all-American honors at
Cooperstown, N. Y., competing
against some of the best college
baseball players in the country.
Among the newcomers are two
badly needed pitchers, Jim Lease
and George Estes. Jim Lease last
summer had a strikeout average of
14 men a game, and George Estes
has brought with him a reputation
of a hitter as well as a pitcher, as

Rollins Students
Hear Kirby Page

Richard Green, Tommy Knight,
Paul Meredith, Phil Blitz, Chapman Lawton, Paul Bouton, Buddy
Bryson, Bob Hart and Clyde Jones.
The latter was injured last seaand was not awarded a letter,
although he was with the team
the better half of the season.
The outfield will be picked from
Hardman, Green, Knight, Bouton,
Meredith, and Hart; while scrapping for the infield jobs are Joe
Justice, his young brother Bill, Lingerfelt, Gaulding, Jones and Curry.
The batteries will find Lease, Estes,
and Daugherty pitching with Brankert, Blitz and Lawton catching.
The Tars play a schedule of 16
games, consisting of Newbury, U
of Florida, Tampa U., Oglethorpe,
Pensacola Naval Air Base, and several of the Florida State League
teams. The first game will be with
Newbury College, March 22 and 23
at Harper Shepard field.

Held During Holidays
Dean E. C. Nance spoke at the
Morning Meditation Service last
Sunday on "The Importance of th
Individual!" Dean Nance feels that
while much has been heard
cent years of the larg
ity and society at large, that the
community depends on the aspirations, understanding and consecration of the individual.
There are several popular doctrines today, Dean Nance pointed
out. The philosophy of the fascist
who says the individual is important only as he loses himself and
is significant to the state. The
communist theory that the individual is important only as a unit of
the party. The belief held by the
aesthestic materialist that it doesn't matter what happens to the individual as he is merely a creature
of chance. The persons who says
the individual is worth what you
can buy him for. On the other
hand, there are those who believe
that happiness and pleasure are the
chief purposes of life and that the
individual is important in accordance with his contribution to this
happiness. And last, there are
those who believe they are the
chosen people of God, as regards
country and race.
'What is the importance of tho
individual ?" Dean Nance asked,
er people, and his total outlook on life. If the individual feels
everlasting presence of God
and his accessibility, then that in1 is important to himself
and to other people.
The Chapel Choir under the direction of Christopher 0, Honaas
sang "To Thee We Call", by Thcai-

dridge Hart and some of his
friends, the sum of $25.00 has been
made available to Rollins for the
purpose of awarding a prize for the
best essay on any topic pertaining to current social, economic, or
political problems relating to state
or federal' government, submitted
by any student in the Upper division. The contest this year will
close May 1st. The only stipulation
as to content of the essay is that
it must contain both affirmative
and negative viewpoints. The rules
of the contest are as follows:

1. The contest is open to any
Rollins Student who is a member
of the Upper Division a t the time
of submission of the essay. >
Each essay must contain not
less than 5000 words and must be
nitted by May 1, 1940.
Each essay must be submitunder a nom de plume, accompanied by the real name of the
author in a sealed envelope.
All essays must be typewritten, double-spaced, on regular 8 ^
11 paper,
5. The winning essay will heme the property of Rollins College.
6. All essays should be addressed to Box 55. Rollins College.

"Religiously speaking all this
simply means: we're children in
our Father's home. "Private" property is a pagan idea—God created and sustains the world. God has
given us a temporary responsibility of administration. The word
for economic relations is "mutuality"—endeavor and sharing."
Some one in the audience then
asked Kirby Page about Fascism.
"We may get Fascism in America in one of two ways: First, dictatorship; and if the war is prolonged, with great economic depletion, the dictatorship wil! be prolonged for a long time afterward.
Second, If the present trend of increasing economic misery continues, and we do nothing about it, a
strong hand at the helm will be
demanded as a corrective."
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..Hewas a bad
man full of Biimstone...until he
met this Sagebiush Siien!!

Busiest Cigarette ^ ^ ^
cMiss HazelBwoh
...photographed ot New York's new
municipal airport. MISS BROOKS is
chief instructress of stewardesses for
American Airlines and one of the busiest people in America's busiest airport.
Her passengers all know that Chesterfield is the cigarette that satisfies.
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kowsky. The student readings were
given by P. Richard Kelly, Frances
Montgomery, Caroline Sandlin, and
Norwick Goodspeed.
Because of the Spring Recess
^hs
there will be no service in the Chael next Sunday morning. There will
K. A.'s Pledge Robert Hart
be a service on Good Friday a t
twelve o'clock noon, and on Easter
Sunday, March 24th, The Yale Glee j Kappa Alpha fraternity wishes
Club will sing at the Morning Med- to announce the pledging of Robert
itation.
I Hart on Sunday evening, March 10.

Imported and Domestic Materials
Phone 7541
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"At this point you are saying
that I must be queer to talk like \f
this But the trouble is not with the '^
speaker, it is with the economic jj
system. I know that I'm running (ti
head-on into the convictions of the i
American people. Now, however, j i
the need of the American people is giil
for a property system in which «t
there will be much more private Lj.
property for everyone.
^^
"We need many forms for the ^\
common use of this property for \t
power. Right now in America we ^\
have about twelve different forms
of common ownership, by churches,
lodges, cooperatives, union, municipal residents, counties, states,
and the nation. We mush learn to
distinguish between kinds, and
find the best policy for each: some
by the family, others by the various
voluntary groups, or by municipalities. People jump at once to ^
the conclusion that we'd concentrate it all into the hands of the ^
Federal government. I \^au]dn't ^^^
want to see this happen. We need a ^A
multiple property system, and all „
kinds of experiments.
.x^

Summer Wear — made to measure S15.00 up
Handmade Suits — $50.00 up
ORDER NOW FOR EASTER
Originally "PETE T H E TAILOR"
48 West eCntral
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Chesterf/efcf \s today's
Definitely
Milder,..Cooler-Smoking
Better-Tasting Cigarette
Flying East or West, North or
South, you'll always find Chesterfields a favorite of the airways.
You'll never want to try another
cigarette when you get to know
Chesterfield's right combination
of the world's best tobaccos. You
can't buy a better cigarette.

.TODAY'S COOLER-SMOKING
BEUER-TASTING... DEFINITELY MILDER CIGAREHE

